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Screen Installation Guide: Hung and Slider Windows

This guide details how to install and remove screens from our residential windows. Please follow the instructions below 
carefully, as deviating from these instructions or incorrectly following the instructions could compromise the screens.
If you have any questions, missing a screen part or it is damaged, please contact our customer service center 
at residentialorders@ykkap.com or by phone at 1-866-348-9091.

1 Identify the screen you are placing in the unit. Note that the square, finger grip handles will 
always be on the interior. This image shows the interior facing up.

2 Look for the screen accessory groove. It is a thinner space that will be on the sides toward the 
exterior, running up most of the window frame. This is where the screen will be placed.
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3 Place the side of the screen with the metal tension springs in first. Remember, the square, 
finger grip handles will be facing the interior.

4 Apply some pressure toward the tension springs to push the screen, while moving the other 
side by using the finger handles from the inside, or holding the frame on the outside.
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5 When the other side is also in the grooves, slowly release to force the screen over, hitting the 
small stops on the screen.

The screen is now installed properly! To remove the screen, repeat the steps backwards utilizing 
the finger grip handles on the interior and pulling over toward the spring tensions to loosen and the 
push outward to remove the screen off the track.
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